
Reaffirm the digital trust with 

Adaptive Authentication 

Amid an organization’s digitalization push, one of the biggest challenges 

which have emerged today is the pervasive data breach threat. The threat 

surface has expanded because the digital identities are exploding in an 

increasingly distributed IT environments. Malicious actors often misuse 

‘the trust’ -- the entitlements granted by compromising identities. Weak 

authentication is a definite incentive for malicious elements to 

compromise the trusted identity. 

the problem statement
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the problem with the conventional 

Authentication process
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It is always crucial to authenticate any user before giving access to any 

critical application, server or database. Earlier, organizations used to 

depend on usernames and passwords to give access to any confidential 

information. However, the security of these credentials is inherently 

flawed due to poor password management practice. Some common 

among them are - 

• Reuse of passwords on multiple occasions

• Usage of simple and predictable passwords

• No use of alpha-neumeric or special characters

• Absence of rotation and randomization of privileged credentials

• Usage of the same passwords for multiple accounts, applications, 

    and  databases

• No expiry of passwords 

• Using default passwords 

Due to these practices, large and mid-scale organizations started to face 

unexpected hacks, data breaches and misuse of confidential information. 

In fact, research  shows that more than 60% of global organizations have 

more than 500 non-expiring passwords (credit: Veronis). Henceforth, 

organizations realized that their entire IT infrastructure should have 

something better and Two-factor Authentication was adopted. In this 

process, the identity of the users who claim their authenticity is verified 

with the help of two distinct evidence. However, this additional layer 

of security gave temporary relief to the organizations.

However, after several incidents of malicious actors bypassing Two-fac-

tor authentication, global organizations realized that the user authen-

tication process requires more robustness. Organized cyber criminals 

were using more advanced and sophisticated hacking techniques to steal 

sensitive information from any sources. In addition, the advent of digiti-

zation drive in every industry forced organizations to strengthen their 

security infrastructure with Multi-factor Authentication. By the time 

MFA became a necessity in every organization to ensure robust access 

control, many of them were already challenged by the increasing number 

of end-users’ monitoring and authentication in the enterprise network 

zone. While cloud computing, Big Data, AI, IoT marked the revolution 

of new-age technology, the challenge of securing a huge amount of data 

took a different turn again.
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Let us think of a situation where a financial officer of an organization logs in 

to access some confidential data for audit. At the same time, a wily hacker 

sitting in some other country tries to hack the same account using the sto-

len credentials. In spite of using the correct User Identity and Password, 

correctly answering all the security questions, the hacker failed to get 

access to the financial database of the organization. This is the power of 

adaptive authentication.

The birth of this highly advanced AI-based security tool took place due to 

high 

influence of advanced technologies like cloud computing, Big Data, IoT 

et al. While distributed IT environment is expanding rapidly, the number 

of users is simultaneously escalating at the same pace. The IT administra-

tors have a feeble chance to successfully manage and monitor the user 

activities in real-time, resulting in major IT risks. With the threat patterns 

changing drastically in the modern IT environment, the prediction of IT 

risks is more important rather than just working on threat prevention 

mechanisms. Hence, the inception of adaptive authentication is a relief for 

global organizations from a security perspective.

The mechanism of adaptive authentication is based out of the experience 

of past user behaviour which mostly happens through three aspects -   

• Geo location 

• IP address

• Typing Speed

This AI-based technology determines whether the user activity is happen-

ing through an authentic environment, else, the administrator is notified 

in no time. In the situation mentioned above, the hacker was denied ac-

cess due to the mis-match of the system location. In fact, organizations use 

this tool to enhance the existing biometric authentication process with the 

help of device IP and its location. Apart, this tool can even analyze the ac-

curacy and detect the typing speed of the user with the help of advanced 

biometric authentication. Modern data-driven organizations always strug-

gle to ensure efficiency and risk predictiveness for their critical resources, 

within a friendly budget. This tool is the determiner of modern IT security 

standards for strong and accurate authentication of authorized end-users. 

This is the major significance of adaptive authentication.

ARCON offers secure access 

through adaptive authentication



For modern-day organizations’ continuous assessment of risks associated 

with each privileged identity and restricting access of identities is equally 

important. For example, Who is the user? Is the user trustworthy? Which 

device or application the user is trying to access? Is the user granted per-

mission from different location or unassigned device? If these questions 

lie unanswered, it surely creates a loophole in the IT security leading to 

unauthorized access and data misuse. That’s why ARCON has an adap-

tive multi-factor solution integrated with Privileged Access Management 

solution. ARCON’s MFA with adaptive authentication is an advanced tool 

capable of mitigating malicious insiders’ and hackers’ threats by alerting 

about suspicious identities trying to gain access to critical 

information. 

conclusion
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about ARCON

ARCON is a leading Information Security solutions company specializing 

in Privileged Identity Management and Continuous Risk Assessment 

solutions. With its roots strongly entrenched in identifying business risks 

across industries, it is in a unique position to comprehend and identify 

inherent security gaps in an  organizations infrastructure framework and 

build and  deploy innovative  solutions/products to significantly mitigate 

potential risks.


